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H.C. Verma Physics
Questions for Short Answers

C-24 Kinetic Theory of Gases
By PRATEEK JAIN SIR



Q) When we place a gas cylinder on a van and the van
moves, does the kinetic energy of the molecules increase?
Does the temperature increase?

Credit: gifer.com



Q) While gas from a cooking gas cylinder is used, the
pressure does not fall appreciably till the last few minutes.
Why?

Credit: snowys
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Q) Do you except the as in a cooking gas cylinder to obey
the ideal gas equation?

LPG Vapour
(Gas)



Q) Can we define the temperature of vacuum? The
temperature of a single molecule?

Thermometer

Vacuum chamber

Single molecule

Thermometer



Q) Comment on the following statement. The temperature
of all the molecules in a sample of a gas is the same.

Credit: angelfire

Gas 



Q) Consider a gas of neutrons. Do you except it to behave
much better as an ideal gas as compared to hydrogen gas
at the same pressure and temperature?

Neutrons gas𝐻2 gas



Q) A gas is kept in a rigid cubical container. If a load of 10
kg is put on the top of the container, does the pressure
increase?

10 kg



Q) If it were possible for a gas in a container to reach the
temperature 0 K, its pressure would be zero. Would the
molecules not collide with the walls? Would they not
transfer momentum to the walls?

0 k



Q) It is said that the assumptions of kinetic theory are good for
gases having low densities. Suppose a container is so evacuated
that only one molecule is left in it. Which of the assumptions of
kinetic theory will not be valid for such a situation? Can we
assign a temperature to this gas?



Q) A gas is kept in an enclosure. The pressure of the gas is
reduced by the pumping out some gas. Will the
temperature of the gas decrease by Charles law?

Credit: super gas



Q) Explain why cooking is faster in a pressure cooker.



Q) If the molecules were not allowed to collide among
themselves, would you expect more evaporation or less
evaporation?

Credit: Funny Animated Gif



Q) Is it possible to boil water at room temperature, any
30oC? If we touch a flask containing water boiling at this
temperature, will it be hot?

Credit: studious guy



Q) When you come out of a river after a dip, you feel cold.
Explain?
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